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The early adopter team securing the upgrading of public
transport infrastructure, particularly the regional railway
network in anticipation of the 2nd phase of HS2 rail to the
north of England. This strategy focuses mixed-use
development around current and future tram expansion.
Policies to pedestrianise town centres to promote walking &
cycling, reduce air pollution & improve health. Areas of land
around the M60 & M62 motorway to the west of the
conurbation is protected for future warehousing. By 2050
additional policies to project land for future industrial
warehousing by the M62, creation of urban parkland to the
west of the central area for GI, connecting housing in the 2035
plan. Peripheral towns outside Manchester & Salford have
policies to regenerate town centres, reflecting long-term
issues, historical concentration of development, resources &
wealth in the center. To the east of the region in upland areas
of the Pennine hills a protection zone with land management
policies to preserve biodiversity & prevent wildfires which are
detrimental
to water
& air
quality.
The
late adopter
team
focus
on housing needs with a policy in
the central core to create adaptable housing for an

Alternative Futures for Greater Manchester

increasingly aging population. A significant amount of lowdensity housing is allocated across the region & while this is
located near transport infrastructure it appears inappropriate
considering the overall requirements for the plan. This team

The city-region is currently developing a spatial framework
for the next 20 - 30 years. The Greater Manchester Spatial
Framework (GMSF) will be the plan to solve the housing crisis
and realise an economic vision by ensuring the right land is
available in the right places to deliver the homes and jobs
needed over the next 20 years.
The plan will identify the new infrastructure required to
achieve this. The aim of the plan is to ensure the city-region
makes the most of brownfield sites and town centres and
minimises the need for Green Belt development.
An initial version of the plan in 2016 was rejected then
redesigned following the election of the first Mayor for
Greater Manchester in 2017. Greater Manchester is made up
of 10 local authorities (municipalities) each having their own
local planning powers. The GMSF is a strategic spatial plan
for the city-region as a whole.

propose local sustainable heat networks in peripheral towns
outside of Manchester & Salford & renewable energy schemes
in central areas. By 2050 this team envisage the need to
account for climate change by adopting a policy of
implementing solar & photovoltaic cells on all south/south-west
facing facades. This team embrace proposals for
concentration of development around tram stations. Further
transport policies, particularly in relation to autonomous
vehicles is only proposed along the M6 corridor to the west.
Greenspace corridors connecting the centre with outlying
towns are adopted along with a number of cycling corridors.
Greenbelt policy remains the same & overall there is a lack of

Major Innovation
Assumptions

• Economic & population growth
will place significant pressure
on all types of infrastructure
• Future climate change will
require us to adapt to bigger
shocks and stresses, such as
increased heat, drought and
flood risk

provision
to meet team
housing
requirements.
The non-adopter
focus
mainly on increasing the density of
housing across the city region but ignores the impending
implications of climate change. They adopt policies from the other
teams in terms of local sustainable heat networks and protect the
greenbelt. They recognise the need to enhance the public transport
infrastructure across the city-region, particularly the regional railway
network in anticipation of the second phase of high-speed rail to the
north of England. Some provision is made for warehousing to the
north and the west of the city-region. There is also a policy to
expand the M6 motorway corridor to the west.
There are numerous policies to enhance the connections between
the peripheral towns and central areas of the Cities of Manchester
and Salford via rail, wildlife and cycling corridors. There is also
provision for a town centre green corridor link from Wigan in the NW
to Oldham in the NE. The impending pressure around housing
provision means that numerous sites are identified in the peripheral
areas with some infringement in to the green belt for low density
housing.

